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Light Dark Matter:

WIMPS: neutral, weakly interacting massive particles of 

mass 20-100 GeV, with  σ~10-42 cm2 have been our focus. 

Some experiments see hints/ 
signals/ excesses here

Near threshold for most 
experiments

There are theories supporting 
light DM

Ever improving cross-section 
constraints; unexplored 

parameter space in low mass 
regime

mχ ∼ 10 GeV
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 For σ =10-41 cm2

 Standard Halo with 
vesc = 544 km/s 

Detector Requirements:
 Low mass χ ☞  low threshold experiments2

I. INTRODUCTION

Astrophysical evidence strongly suggests that matter
constitutes approximately one quarter of the energy den-
sity of the universe. Baryons in stars and intergalactic
gas account for only a small fraction of the matter den-
sity, while the majority of the universe’s matter is of an
unknown composition, collectively termed dark matter
(DM) due to its apparently non-luminous nature [1]. Ob-
servations of large-scale structure and supernovae, com-
bined with measurements of the cosmic microwave back-
ground, imply a total matter and energy density close or
equal to the critical density [2]. In terms of the critical
density, the matter and energy budget breaks down as
follows:

!baryon = 0.0456± 0.0016, (1)

!DM = 0.227± 0.014, (2)

and

!! = 0.728+0.015
!0.016, (3)

where !! represents the mysterious dark energy thought
to be responsible for the current accelerating expansion
of the universe [3].
The standard model of particle physics provides a sin-

gle candidate for this non-baryonic dark matter: the neu-
trino. Large-volume neutrino observatories have success-
fully measured and confirmed the existence of neutrino
mass [4]. Nevertheless, neutrinos make only a small con-
tribution to the dark matter density,

!! =

!
m!

93.14 eVh2
< 0.006, (4)

where
!

m! < 0.28 eV and h is the dimensionless Hubble
parameter [3, 5]. Furthermore, formation of large-scale
structure in the universe constrains the neutrino com-
ponent of the dark matter [6]. Simulations of structure
formation require a significant non-relativistic, or “cold,”
dark matter density [7], which cannot arise from standard
model neutrinos.
A number of suitable dark matter candidates arise

from theories that propose physics beyond the standard
model. Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) [8]
are the most studied class of such dark matter particles.
In particular, many R-parity-conserving weak-scale su-
persymmetric (SUSY) theories o"er a natural dark mat-
ter candidate in the form of the lightest super-partner
(LSP) [1, 9, 10], often a neutralino. Massive, electri-
cally neutral, and stable, the lightest neutralino, !̃0

1, of
many SUSY theories is an excellent WIMP candidate.
SUSY theories contain a vast space of unknown free pa-
rameters, which are constrained by requiring consistency
with existing empirical particle physics and astrophysics
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FIG. 1. (color online). Expected di!erential event rates for
5GeV/c2 (top panel) and 100GeV/c2 (bottom panel) WIMPs
scattering from Ge (blue/solid) and Si (red/dashed) targets.
All event rate calculations are based on the “standard” halo
model described in [14], for an arbitrarily chosen WIMP-
nucleon cross section of 1x10!41 cm2. Each energy spectrum
cuts o! abruptly at a maximum recoil energy due to the as-
sumed galactic escape velocity. We use the 544 km/s galactic
escape velocity from [15], while all other halo parameters are
taken from [16], and the local WIMP density is assumed to
be 0.3GeV/cm3.

knowledge. Popular techniques for additionally restrict-
ing the extent of the free parameter space result in a
lower bound on the !̃0

1 mass of !40GeV/c2 [11]. E"orts
to explore a wide range of SUSY free parameter space
indicate that !̃0

1 masses as low as a few GeV/c2 can be
accommodated [12]. Under some scenarios, a relatively
light WIMP could resolve the apparent conflict between
the DAMA/LIBRA annual modulation signal and the
null results of other experiments [13].

If WIMPs are the dark matter, they form a spherical
cloud (or halo) in which the luminous portions of the
Milky Way are embedded, and will scatter very rarely o"
the nuclei in terrestrial matter. Direct detection experi-
ments seek to observe and measure the kinetic energy, in
the keV range, of the recoiling nuclei. The expected spec-
trum of WIMP-induced nuclear recoils decreases rapidly
with increasing recoil energy, with the mean recoil en-
ergy directly proportional to the reduced mass of the
WIMP-nucleus system. Events with the lowest recoil en-
ergies are most numerous for all WIMP masses, and thus
direct detection experiments generally strive for low re-
coil energy thresholds. Sensitivity to low recoil energies
is particularly crucial for experiments seeking to detect
light WIMPs. Figure 1 illustrates expected spectra of
nuclear-recoil energies for two types of target nuclei for
two WIMP masses.

The advantages of a low threshold must be weighed
against the degradation of background rejection capabil-
ity at low recoil energies. Furthermore, the intrinsic rates

5 GeV

100 GeV

  WIMPs scattering from Ge and Si targets. 
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SuperCDMS Soudan: detectors

15 Ultra-pure Ge crystals: 76 mm x 25 mm, 0.6 kg

 4x2 high sensitivity phonon channels : each quadrant
2x2 charge channels : outer ring, inner disc

Operating T ~ 50 mK

iZIP: interleaved Z-sensitive Ionization and Phonon detectors

7. SuperCDMS

•  interleaved Zsensitive Ionization 
and Phonon detectors

• Ionization Phonon channels 
present on both sides

• The 3-1 layout enables very 
good radial reconstruction 

• ~ 2.5 times larger

• Field structure intrinsically 
filters surface (bad) events

27
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Detectors: Thresholds

Comparison of charge to 
phonon energy discriminates 
Nuclear Recoils (WIMPs) 
against Electron Recoils.

CDMS II Detection:

! source: Electron Recoil

N source: Nuclear Recoil

• Excellent ER-NR rejection of 1:104 in Yield

• Further 1:200 rejection with phonon pulse shape discrimination

• 10 keV threshold ensures minimal background i.e. ER ! NR leakage

Yield =
Ionization

Phonon

•  Radiation→ Electron Recoil
 ⇒ use Gamma rays for calibration.

• WIMP→ Nuclear Recoil
 ⇒ use Neutrons for calibration.
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Hardware Trigger:

Friday, January 7, 2011

Total Phonon Energy (keV)

High NR/ER discrimination ➝ 
10 keV Analysis Threshold

Trigger Efficiency 
Example

Lowest threshold is set 
by the efficiency with 

which we can trigger ... 
2keV
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Low mass χ ☞ CDMS

DM

Ge

mχ = 10GeV

ER ≈ 1keV

Most experiments have 
thresholds > 0.5 keV 

and cannot detect such 
signals, with high 

confidence.

Eph ≈ 0.85keV

Eq ≈ 0.15keV
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Luke Phonons:

Vb

Apart from initial 
‘Prompt’ phonons, 
Charge transport 

produces radiative 
“Luke” Phonons.

Luke’s† experimental observations

Energy of phonons ~ Vbias

Noise is roughly constant up to 
some break down potential

†Calorimetric Ionization detector, Luke et al Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research 
A 289 (1990). Neganov-Torfimov reported similar results.
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CDMS low ionization-threshold experiment

Vb

charge and phonon read out
Bias voltage accelerates e/h

e/h have “terminal velocity” 
➝ max KE of ~ 30 meV

Under high bias, work done 
on e/h > 10 eV >> 30 meV

All this “excess energy” is 
shed as Luke phonons

ELuke = Ne/h × eVbias

∴	 A tunable gain ☞ Lower Thresholds 

High Voltage float
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CDMSlite: Signal scaling

We have successfully tested iZIPs in CDMSlite mode.
Luke gain is observed.

Redid Luke’s 
experiment 
with the 60 keV 
line from Am241
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CDMSlite: Noise scaling
Onset of charge break-down was seen ~ 80 V

Stable running has been achieved at 70 V
Noise is marginally larger at 70 V
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CDMSlite: Highlights

iZIPs can run at 70 V

Thus implying a Luke gain of  ~24 for ERs

Noise is very well behaved

We could reach a threshold of 0.085 keVee !

So what does this translate to in the canonical 
phase space?
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CDMSlite projections: 2 iZIPs x 2 months

Simulation 
now, 

data soon !
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CDMSlite: NR/ER Discrimination 

Under 1 keV charge signals are poor. 
Total reliance on Total Phonon Energy

The energy scale (spectra) stretches with Luke gain.
The stretch depends on bias and recoil type (NR/ER)

... work in progress
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CDMSlite: NR/ER Discrimination 

Under 1 keV charge signals are poor. 
Total reliance on Total Phonon Energy

The energy scale (spectra) stretches with Luke gain.
The stretch depends on bias and recoil type (NR/ER)

... work in progress
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Conclusions

The upcoming Super-CDMS experiment will utilize iZIPs 
as leading devices in the direct detection of Dark Matter.  

A new extension, the CDMSlite project, will further the 
search for low mass WIMPs with mχ ~ 10 GeV/c2 

iZIPs will be run, potentially, at 0.085 keVee thresholds

Interesting detector physics studies can be done !
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CDMSlite: setup
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This is now an ionization detector.

We are measuring charge via phonons

So how can we do NR-ER discrimination ?

Right now we have plans for statical discrimination, 
rather than event -by event discrimination

And of course there’s annual modulation !

Discrimination
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Discrimination

3

as shown in Fig. 1. Consequently, the threshold at which we expect good fiducial-

volume definition in the interdigitated CDMS detectors, Pt > 750 eV, corresponds

to electron recoil energy ER > 30 eVee. Of course, when operating in this mode

event-by-event electron/neutron recoil discrimination is impossible.
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Fig. 1 left:Luke-Neganov Gain for various Vb and recoil type. right: total phonon rate estimates

for 2 hypothetical signals. At 0 V bias (solid curves), an exponentially increasing low energy plus

constant electronic background (red) behaves identically to the sum (black) of a WIMP signal

(green) and a flat electronic background (blue). At 75 V, these same two cases (same colors but

dashed) are easily distinguishable. All cases include contributions from noise-induced triggers

(cyan).

Due to the dependence on yield of the Luke-Neganov gain, for nuclear recoils

this gain factor is suppressed by ∼×5 in the limit of large Vb. Unfortunately, this

means that the fiducial volume threshold recoil energy corresponds to a nuclear-

recoil energy ER > 150 eVne, resulting in significant degradation of sensitivity for

WIMP mass Mχ < 2 GeV/c
2
.

On the bright side, this variation in Luke gain with particle type means that

an electron recoil background is preferentially pushed to higher energies, ener-

gies which are not sensitive to a low mass WIMP signal. This effect is clearly

seen in Fig. 1 where the black lines correspond to a benchmark total recoil rate

spectrum on a detector for a Mχ = 8 GeV/c
2

and σSI = 5.0× 10
−42

cm
2

WIMP

(green) plus flat electron-recoil background of 2 keV
−1
r kg

−1
day

−1
(blue) which is

approximately the experimentally measured low-energy electronic background of

the CDMS II experiment
9
. At Vb = 0 V (solid lines), the benchmark WIMP inter-

action rate is dominated at all energies by background. By contrast, at Vb = 75 V,

the flat electron recoil background is relatively suppressed to the point that for

Pt < 4 keVt the WIMP signal dominates.

This natural electronic background suppression means that the sensitivity of a

Vb = 75 V Ge WIMP search experiment without background subtraction will be

σSI ∼ 1.8×10
−42

cm
2

for Mχ = 8 GeV/c
2
, ∼50× lower than the CoGeNT signal

region, assuming no exponential increase in the electron recoil background at
low energy.

Pt = Pr + Pl = Pr +NqeV

Pt = Pr + (Eq/�)eV = Pr(1 + Y × eVb/�)
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4

Fig. 2 Fit of simulated WIMP+background spectrum (black) to the sum (red) of an exponen-

tial NR spectrum (green), a variable trigger threshold (cyan), and an exponentially decaying +

constant electronic background (blue).

3 Nuclear Recoil/Electron Recoil Statistical Subtraction

The recoil-dependent variation in gain response also leads in Fig. 1 to visible shifts

in spectrum shape. At 75 V, the benchmark WIMP+background model (black) has

a significant excess of events at low energies and a suppression of events at high

energies relative to the exponential electronic background spectrum (red) which

was chosen to precisely mimic 0 V response. This behavior is general; one can
discriminate between electronic and nuclear recoil spectra by measuring to-
tal phonon distributions at multiple voltages. This possibility to differentiate

between electronic background and low-mass WIMP signals is a powerful feature

not shared by CoGeNT, DAMA, or S2-only XENON10 results and adds signifi-

cant discovery potential to a CDMS experiment in this WIMP mass range.

To quantify our discrimination capability, we simulate 1000 experiments de-

tecting the previously mentioned benchmark rate for 400 kg-days, and also simu-

late for a much larger WIMP rate, σSI = 3.3× 10
−41

cm
2

for 20 kg-days (bench-

mark 2). To contrast with these signal simulations, we also simulate 1000 experi-

ments with an electronic exponential background that is identically distributed for

Vb =0 V to maximally probe electronic/nuclear statistical discrimination. We then

fit each of these simulated rate measurements to a sum including a random noise

contribution of the form Ne−Pt/εe , a contribution from electron recoils whose re-

coil energy is distributed according to form Ce +Ree−ER/εr , and, if WIMPs are

included in the fit, a contribution from nuclear recoils with ER distributed ac-

cording to Rne−ER/εn . The random noise is independent of Vb, the electron-recoil

background spectrum is especially sensitive to Vb, and the nuclear-recoil spectrum

is intermediate in sensitivity to Vb. All contributions are constrained to be positive.

Fits without a nuclear-recoil contribution have 5 degrees of freedom (DOF); fits

with a nuclear-recoil contribution have 7 DOF. A fit of simulated data under the

signal hypothesis is shown in Fig. 2.

For the background-only simulated experiments (cyan and magenta in Fig. 3),

the fit quality for the 2 fits are statistically identical since the log of the likeli-

5

hood ratio distribution are smaller than a χ2
distribution with 2 DOF (the physical

constraints of positive rates means that the additional signal DOF are not always

optimally used).
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Fig. 3 left: Log likelihood ratio for the signal+ background fit versus background only fit for the

2 WIMP model benchmarks (blue/cyan) and for the background only models (cyan/magenta).

right: Statistical separability assuming a χ2
distribution with 2 DOF between null simulations

(cyan/magenta) and simulations with WIMP signals (green/blue).

By contrast, both signal simulations (blue/green) show sizeable fit quality dif-

ferences, so much so that to the level of statistics simulated (>99.8%), there is no

overlap with the null simulations. We can further quantify the electron recoil/ nu-

clear recoil discrimination potential by looking at conservative p-values assuming

a χ2
with 2 DOF null distribution (fig. 3). For the benchmarks, mean p-values of ∼

10
−13

and ∼ 10
−9

are found, indicating very strong discrimination capability. Best

fit WIMP cross sections were found to be slightly systematically suppressed at

5x10
−42 ±8x10

−43
cm

2
(90%CL) and 3.3x10

−41 ±3x10
−42

cm
2
(90%CL) for the

two benchmarks.

4 Potential Systematics

With such large statistical discrimination capability, systematics will almost cer-

tainly dominate our final WIMP sensitivity. In order of importance, the dominant

expected systematics include

– Fiducial volume leakage: high-radius electronic recoils can have carrier trap-

ping on the outer cylindrical surface that suppresses the Luke phonon gain and

thus mimics a WIMP signal. Our standard collection and analysis of ∼ 10
6

133
Ba calibration events should be sufficient to allow estimation of this effect

and correction for it.

– Fiducial volume variation with energy and voltage: misestimates of fiducial

volume that artificially mimic rate distribution changes seen in fig. 1 can pro-

duce a false WIMP signal but should be preventable with
252

Cf calibration.
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Luke Phonon: velocity saturation*

*(courtesy of Kyle Sundqvist, Berkeley/Chalmers)

47

• both acoustic and optical phonons each have three branches based on polariza-

tion; one longitudinal branch and two transverse.

Figure 2.5: The phonon dispersion relation for germanium, idealized for a longitudinal

branch and a single transverse branch for both acoustic and optical phonons. a.
longitudinal acoustic branch (LA) b. transverse acoustic branch (TA) c. longitudinal
optical branch (LO) d. transverse optical branch (TO) 3. a superimposed dispersion

relation for parabolic electrons (plotting the corresponding k vector for electrons –

not to scale) f. the Brillouin Zone boundary g. slope for the longitudinal speed of

sound h. slope for the transverse speed of sound i. the optical phonon energy, �ω0

j. the intervalley phonon energy, �ωi k. the transverse acoustic intervalley phonon

energy, �ωit.

Figure 2.5 shows the dispersion relationship for phonons. For clarity, only one

transverse branch is depicted for both acoustic and optical phonons. Note that we

use variable q for the wavevector for phonons, analogous to k for electrons.

We see that acoustic phonons have zero energy (�ω = 0) at zero wavevector,

q. Near the origin, acoustic phonons have a near-linear relationship between ω and

phonon wavevector q. The slope is the speed of sound, vs, for acoustic phonons.

vs = ω/q (2.51)

The speed of sound is different for the three different branches of acoustic phonons.

The longitudinal branch is fastest. The two transverse branches near the origin are

33 meV
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Luke Phonon: Phonon emission rates128

Figure 4.14: Phonon emission rates for electrons and holes, grouped into acoustic
and into optical (and intervalley) phonons. a. For electrons, i. total emission rate,
ii. acoustic emission rate, iii. optical and intervalley emission rate. Plot b., for
holes; i. total emission rate, ii. acoustic emission rate, iii. optical emission rate. For
electrons, the cross-over field where the net acoustic rate equals the net optical rate
is F = 147 V/cm. The rates cross-over field for holes is at F = 27.9 V/cm.
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At 1V/cm it takes an electron 
to reach saturation.

T =
�
mvd/eE ≈ 1 ns

Practically instantaneous as ! TES ≈ many µ s.

∴ Work Done on e/h by battery  

=
Energy shed by Luke phonons*

EL =
Ei

�
eVbias

*Typically EL ~(10 keV/ 3eV)x3eV.
 Hence the KE of 0.03 eV can be safely ignored, particularly for larger Vbias.

Punch-line

4
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Luke Phonons:

At 40-50 mK, with 3 V /cm in Ge, drift velocity ~ 3x106 cm/s  
➝ KE ~ 25 meV / charge

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1. A comparison of electrons and holes, 8 K (diamonds) and 40 mK (squares).  Top graphs 
show drift velocity compared to pre-existing 8 K theory (continuous lines) and experiment (points) 
[1-4]. Data from [8] denoted as *. The next two rows of graphs show simulated diffusion, longitudinal 
and transverse. The bottom row shows the ratio of energy dissipated by acoustic phonon emission to 
that of all phonon emission processes. 
 

5. Findings 
Although we did not use this as input, simulated drift velocities for 40 mK, 0.5 V/cm are found to 
match well to those experimentally measured at T=20 mK, E = 0.5 V/cm  (holes: vd = 1.67 x 106 cm/s, 
electrons: vd = 2.37 x 106 cm/s) as reported by [8]. 

For electrons, simulated drift velocities at 8 K match well to data and to prior simulation as in [1-4]. 
See figure 1. As pointed out in [1], it is known that the data for Ge <111> electron velocities depict a 
negative differential resistance, which causes velocity to diverge from that of the <100> direction at 
about 2 V/cm. Our <100> simulated electron velocities replicate well the existing <100> theory. By 
simulating T = 40 mK, we find that 8 K is not well represented by the zero-point approximation for 

3

V/cm V/cm

Above ~ 30 meV, inter-valley and optical phonon 
emissions turn on resulting in drift velocity saturation

Thus with higher fields, work done in drifting is shed off 
as Luke Phonons i.e. “drift heating”
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Background model

Quick and dirty Monte 
Carlo in 0-100 keV:

• Constant background 
1#/keV/kg/day

• 10.4 keV peak at 
40#/keV/kg/day

• 1.3 keV peak at 
4# /keV/kg/day

Real data from 
CoGeNT.

I used the 2 largest peaks seen by 
CoGeNT and CDMS as shown in 
the CoGeNT plot
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Dark Matter: candidates

Supported by 
Astrophysical 
observations, 

simulations, and 
various Beyond 

the Standard 
Model theories.

Kolb, SSI ’03
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